
 
 MODIFIED WRESTLING FOLKSTYLE RULES  
 
1. All Starts, And Restarts Are from The Neutral Position- 
 meaning:  
  a. At the beginning of a match  
  b. At the restart after any out of bounds  
  c. At the restart after a takedown has been secured  
  d. At the restart after a penalty or stalemate  
  e. At the restart after injury or blood time.  
  f. At the restart after a stalling warning on a wrestler in the advantage (top) position  
  g. At the start of any period (excluding the 30 second and ultimate 30 second tiebreakers)  
*For the first two 30 second tiebreakers stoppage in action would result in a restart from a neutral position  
**For the 30 second ultimate tie-breaker standard Folkstyle rules apply  
 
2. 1 Point Step Out Rule Awarded from A Neutral Position 

a. The push out point will be awarded to the opponent of the wrestler who goes out of bounds first with 
one point of contact fully out of bounds. * 
 
b. No points are to be awarded if either wrestle is on the mat (with one or two knees touching or in a down 

position) and the action is taken out of bounds.  
 

All attempts by both wrestlers should be made to wrestle aggressively and in the center of the mat.  
* A foot or point of contact on the line does not constitute “step out”  
 
3. Near Fall Is to Be Folkstyle Three And Five Count Exposure. 
 There is no free style stalemate to restart the action back on their feet from lack of turn attempts. This is to clarify 
and standardize turns and riding, reversals, and escaping in conjunction with folk style rules.  
 
4. With the lack of Freestyle stalemates or near fall it is highly encouraged for stalling to be called when ever 
present.  
At which point upon the second stall warning and any proceeding stall warnings penalty points are awarded in 
conjunction with folk style rules and action is restarted back into the neutral position as any other modified restart.  
 
 
 
 
Situational criteria listed page 2.  
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MODIFIED WRESTLING FOLKSTYLE RULES  
 
 
Situational Criteria.  
1. Wrestler A and Wrester B start the match from a neutral position and a takedown is secured by Wrestler A and 
action is taken out of bounds with 30 seconds remaining in the period. At the restart of the period both wrestlers 
would start neutral.  
2. Wrestler A and Wrestler B begin the second period from a neutral position and Wrestler B Secures a takedown 
and then is awarded a penalty point with stoppage of the match for unnecessary roughness as he is elbowed in the 
face by Wrestler A. At the restart of the match both wrestlers would start neutral.  
3. Wrestler B is on top and is warned for stalling as they are not attempting to score. After the required stoppage of 
the match the restart shall be from a neutral position.  
4. Wrestler B is taken down and there is a stoppage for a stalemate situation. At the restart both wrestlers would 
be neutral.  
5. The wrestlers complete a full match and the two 30 second tie breaker periods and the match is taken to a 30 
second ultimate tie breaker. During this ultimate tie breaker Wrestler A chooses top and is the match is started 
with Wrestler B in the down position. The wrestlers go out of bounds with no change in position. During the restart 
there is no change in position and Wrester A would start in top.  
6. Both wrestlers are neutral and Wrestler A’s knee goes out of bounds while defending a takedown with both 
wrestlers’ hip to hip and knees on the mat. The match shall be stopped and both wrestlers returned to the center 
of the mat to restart from a neutral position and no points earned.  
7. Both wrestlers are neutral and Wrestler A’s foot goes out of bounds while defending a  
takedown and both wrestlers are on their feet. The match shall be stopped, one point awarded for a push out to 
Wrestler B- and action restarted from neutral in the center of the mat.  
8. Both wrestlers are neutral and Wrestler A initiates action to push Wrestler B out of bounds. Prior to going out of 
bounds Wrestler B circles in bounds and Wrestler A inadvertently touches their hand out of bounds in an attempt 
to circle and keep wrestling. The match shall be stopped, and Wrestler B would be awarded one point for a push 
out. The match would restart with both wrestlers in the neutral.  
9. Both wrestlers are neutral, and Wrestler B secures a double leg takedown position without control and one or 
both knees on the mat while action is taken out of bounds. Action is stopped and no points awarded. At the restart 
both wrestlers would be neutral.  
10. Both wrestlers are neutral and Wrestler A secures a sweep single on Wrestler B and while both wrestlers are 
still on their feet Wrestler A steps out of bounds. Wrestle B would be awarded one point for a push out and at the 
restart of the match both wrestlers would be neutral.  
11. From the neutral position Wrestler A picks up Wrestler B and action is taken off the mat. Wrestler B would be 
awarded one point as a technical violation for Wrestler A fleeing the mat.  
12. Starting from neutral one or both wrestlers go to one or two knees and no control is established as they go out 
of bounds. No points are awarded, and the restart is from neutral.  
13. Wrestler B has Wrestler A in near fall criteria and the match is stopped for injury or blood time. The restart of 
the match would be from the neutral position.  
14. The match is tied at the end of regulation and at the end of the sudden victory period.  
For the first two 30 second tie breakers one wrestle would start out in the top position. Choice would be given in 
the first 30 second tie breaker to the wrestler who wins a coin toss by the official and the alternate wrestle in the 
second thirty second tie breaker. For the first two 30 second tie breakers if there is a stoppage for out of bounds or 
any other reason…. the restart would be from neutral 
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